To better prepare its master’s students for careers in local, national and international communities, the Wayne State University School of Social Work has revised the concentration formerly known as Community Practice and Social Action to give it a new structure, focus and content. The revised concentration, **Innovation in Community, Policy and Leadership (I-CPL)**, will have an urban focus, emphasizing competencies and values that prepare students to deploy strategies, advocacy and interventions that impact sustainable change.

For more information on this advanced year M.S.W. concentration, please contact Sarah Barlow, Academic Advisor at (313) 577-4409.

Course Requirements: 4 credits in theory and practice, 3 credits in research, selecting from: Community Assessment – 1 credit, Data Analysis – 1 credit, Data Interpretation and Presentation – 1 credit, Social Action Research – 2 credits, 8 credits in field, 1 credit field seminar, 11-14 credits of approved electives.